
– Data Handling is a crucial aspect of mathematics which relates to 
collecting, representing and analysing data in order to solve a 
particular problem or question (Montague-Smith & Price, 2012; 
Reys, Lindquist, Lambdin, Smith, Rogers, Falle, Frid & Bennett, 
2012).

– Data handling allows children to make sense of information, to 
identify patterns and trends and to predict and plan for the future 
(Griffiths, 2001).

What is Data Handling?



Why Data Handling?
– Young children experience sorting data from a

very early age, for example sorting their toys into
categories such as blocks and cars, sorting by
colour.

– Connecting the topic of data handling to student’s
everyday lives makes students' learning more
relevant and enjoyable for them as they can see
the connections and benefits of having their
learning linked to skills they are already familiar
with.



Interdisciplinary and Cross Curricula Approach

– Data handling can be easily integrated into all subject areas 
across the curriculum allowing for a full learning experience (Reys et 
al, 2012) For example integration with Science, PE and Languages.

– Teaching using a cross curriculum approach is suitable for early years’ 
education as having structured
learning times for each subject area can be too demanding on young 
children. 

– An example - year one students using graphs in literacy to keep track 
of numbers and books they have read. Not only
can this topic be applied to other subjects, data handling can be used 
in multiple mathematical topics, such as money, number work, 
calculations.



Maths and English



Maths and PE

Races Throwing                                                



PE Syllabus





Maths and Science



Science Syllabus





Cross Curricular –
Protect the Planet – Sustainable Development 
Goal 13



Sustainable Development Goals 



How can we use this resource?



Maths Strands – Number Value and Sorting



Maths Strands – Shapes and Sorting



DATA HANDLING -STEM/STEAM Challenges…
Linking Data Handling to Art…



Stem/steam Challenges…

Sort the toy cars
according to distance
starting from the
slowest (ascending order)

Linking Data Handling to Science…



Using stories: 
linking Data Handling to stories

• Linking Maths to Literacy and 
Science by the use of a story...

• Teaching through the book of The 
Three Little Pigs…

• Sorting which things can be blown 
by the wolf and which things 
cannot… (heavy and light)



Data Handling and ICT – Light Panel





Thematic Approach – Data 
Handling Activities

– DinoMaths



Sorting & 
classifying

Measure 

exploring 
patterns

describing 
position

exploring 
shapes

Addition and 
Subtraction

Number



Sorting and Classifying
– Sorting and classifying objects into sets contribute to the 
– development of logical thinking.
– LO (level 1 and 2 ) - I sort objects into simple categories.
– • LO (level 3) – 4.6.3 - I can sort a wide variety of objects 
– during play.
– LO (level 4) – I can sort objects according to more than 
– one criterion.

Resources needed: small dinosaur toys, other animals, containers for 
sorting

Activity 1: Learning  about dinosaurs can be tricky for young children.  
These are animals, but they are extinct.  Children can learn more when 
they know which animals are dinosaurs and which are not.  Some 
dinosaurs were herbivores and some were carnivores.  That is another 
sorting activity to learn more about these animals. Talk about the 
similarities of the dinosaurs in the set. 



Sorting through Science

LO level 4 - I can investigate in order to understand how 
and why things happen.



Group Activities – Using the Maths Toolbox

Activity 1 – Buttons
Using all the 
buttons used to build the 
tower, in how many
ways can you sort them?



Activity 2 

Cent Pot 

Activity
1. Roll the die. Collect coins from the “cent 

pot” that matches the value of the number 
rolled on the die.

2. Continue taking turns until there are no 
more coins in the cent pot. You must roll 
the exact number. 

3. Sort your coins.  How many of each coin?
4. How can you introduce tallying?



Activity 3 - Dominoes



Activity 4 -I spy with my little eye…





Now look carefully at your cards.  Find another way how to sort your cards.



Extra Activity -
Maths through stories 

A Pair of Socks by 
Stuart Murphy

A Pair of Socks.mp4
A Pair of Socks.mp4


Traffic Lights

– To get an overview of the understanding of the class

– Topic checklists are completed at the start of a topic 
and the information used by the teacher to structure the 
planned learning  -greens first, reds later

– At the end of the topic, students re-traffic light their 
understanding of the learning outcomes and list what 
they need to do - make the basis of a revision lesson 



Group Activities cont…
– Now, think of some higher order questions which you can ask to your students. 

– Examples from Maths and PE activity -
– Close ended questions –

- Who won the most races?
- How many more races did Alice win more than Sally?

– Higher order questions –
- Does the information answer the question who is the fastest  runner 
- Explain your reasoning.



The Importance of Discussion
– Manipulatives themselves do not magically carry

mathematical understanding. Rather they provide
concrete ways for students to give meaning to new
knowledge.

– Students need the opportunity to reflect upon their actions
with manipulatives, and through discussion, articulate the
meaning they generate, so that the link between their
representations and the key mathematical ideas is
apparent. (Clement and Sarama, 2009)



Exit Cards

– Exit cards are written 
student responses to 
questions posed at the end 
of a class or learning 
activity or at the end of a 
day. They may be used at 
any grade level and every 
subject area.




